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for banks to economically justify the implementation of the IMA approach. In fact, IMA capital charges are 
generally not significantly lower than SA capital charges but implementing and maintaining an IMA model is 
significantly more expensive. This is further complicated by the addition of new, operationally expensive tests 
that banks must pass on a regular basis to even make ful l  use of the IMA approach. Furthermore, the IMA 
approach includes new charge elements which would benefit from a phased go-live approach. There are also 
examples of material discrepancies between FRTB SA and FRTB IMA (e.g. EUR sovereign exposure requires less 
capital in SA than IMA). If banks decide to derive more of their own requirements under FRTB SA, they are 
exposed to the various shortcomings of the SA approach. Some of these shortcomings lead to excessively 
conservative charges for certain instruments (e.g. vanilla CMS Spread options, callable bonds) that are currently 
actively traded and used for hedging purposes. The resulting charges are not in l ine with the economics of 
associated trades and can lead to detrimental effects on the viability of some products being offered to clients 
as well  as deterioration in hedge effectiveness. To mitigate the existing shortcomings of the FRTB framework, a 
constant dialogue between the industry and regulators must be maintained with the aim and willingness to 
further address known deficiencies in the FRTB framework. 
 
Furthermore, in Europe actual or perceived incomplete risk capture under current Pillar 1 RWA is today  
compensated for by Pillar 2 requirements imposed by the ECB and NCAs which are set over and above Basel 
minimum requirements and buffers post the annual SREP. To the extent these risks will be captured through 
increasing Pillar 1 RWA under CRR3 (pre and post output floor) going forward, this should lead to commensurate 
reductions in the Pillar 2 requirement setting for banks. Whilst this is structurally acknowledged by the ECB, 

 go-live is lagging. 
 
In addition, the expected CRR3 induced RWA inflation would trigger untenable MREL increases as long as no 
compensating relaxation is provided, i .e. a corresponding recalibration of the RWA based MREL regime is 
required.  
 
Finally, we support the extension of the measures regarding the calculation of the SA for the output floor 
calculation (unrated corporates, low risk mortgages and SACCR) to the SA calculation in general. Not only the 
same arguments apply to support the application to all EU banks (low ratings coverage of EU corporates, need 
to recognize low risk mortgages, need to allow all EU corporates to hedge their business risks at a reasonable 
cost) but also operational reasons. Having two standardized approaches adds complexity and operational burden 
costs to all EU banks who will need to make this double calculation even if not affected by the output floor.  
 
You find our impact study data and conclusions and a deeper discussion on the above items in the appendix to 
this letter; and we would welcome the opportunity to discuss our observations with you in more detail. 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
CFO Network  
On behalf of the CFO Network 
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EBA report explicitly acknowledges that its estimated shortfall should in most cases be an underestimation of 
the actual shortfall as it does not consider capital elements beyond Pillar 1. 
 
In fact, the EBA is using the CFON proposed Output Floor parallel stacks approach to calculate the capital shortfall 
they report publ icly (using only internationally agreed capital requirements as MRC and considering shortfalls 
only if the current capital does not allow to respect this MRC). It may be the right approach as this is the only 
way to have comparable figures and outcomes across jurisdictions 
taking this argument to its logical conclusion it also implies that the Output Floor parallel stacks approach is 
deemed fully compliant with Basel. Otherwise, the EBA should calculate the impact of what it is 
on EU banks to provide co-legislators with figures consistent with their own recommendations for the Output 
Floor implementation in Europe. 
 
A detailed outcome of our corresponding analysis is described in the following specific thematic sections. 




